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ARBITRATION AWARDS

NEW YORK DOCK CONDITIONS
(Revised 02/03)

SUBJECT ..AWARD NO.

ABOLISHMENT OF POSITIONS

  - Account decline in business...................................12, 17, 21, 26, 28, 30, 36, 48, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 67, 70, 71, 85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 101, 116, 145, 160, 177, 188, 197, 210, 212,
213, 214, 217, 218, 228, 239

  - As a result of Carrier's offer of
    continued employment to a junior
    employe was a pretext for avoiding
    payment of New York Dock benefits....................92
  
  - As a result of another Carrier
    canceling rates and routes.......................................162

  - As a result of change of interchange points ...........193

  - As a result of change in wrecking crew
    assignment points...................................................215

  - As a result of completion of a special
    project ....................................................................233, 302

  - As a result of disappearing work...........................74, 216

  - As a result of regulation of UTU Manning
    Agreement ..............................................................227

  - As a result of rerouting of trains over
    acquired carrier .......................................................249

  - As a result of run-through trains............................146, 214, 217

  - As a result of technological improvements............5, 13, 20, 41, 43, 116, 170



  - As a result of temporary position
    established for specific time period........................118

  - As a result of technological
    improvements asserted by Carrier but
    not proven..............................................................76, 77

  - As a result of transferring classification
    and blocking to other facilities on the
    same carrier.............................................................224

  - Begins coverage under New York Dock.................52

  - Carrier required to pay displacement
    or dismissal allowances even if
    business decline account had told ICC
    there would be no affected employes
    if merger authorized................................................29, 40
    (ICC Overturned Award)

  - Decline in business asserted by
    Carrier but not substantiated..................................52, 65, 75, 76, 77, 81, 86, 107, 132

  - Decline in business can be calculated
    on a system-wide basis, not on a
    point-by-point basis ..............................................67

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare
    benefits by Carrier than other
    furloughed employes..............................................64

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of  health and welfare
    benefits and fringe benefits.....................................78, 151

  - Displayed employes bidding back and forth
    under different collective bargaining
    agreements will be placed permanently with
    the health and welfare coverage of the agreement
    under which working after 6 months......................151

  - Due to regulation of extra board under
    the Working Agreement..........................................87



  - Due to regulation of pool turns under
    the Working Agreement..........................................103, 165

  - Even if Carrier is making money on a
    system-wide basis, need not pay New
    York Dock benefits at locations where
    all employes furloughed due to decline
    in business..............................................................70

   - Not as a result of transaction................................5, 12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 26, 28, 30, 36, 37, 39,
41, 43, 48, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 73, 74, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 99,
100, 101, 103, 116, 118, 128, 145, 146, 160, 162, 165, 166, 167, 170, 177, 186, 188, 193, 197,
210, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217, 218, 221, 224, 227, 228, 233, 234, 236, 237, 239, 255, 306

   - Officials not covered by New York Dock ............47, 122, 123, 124, 154, 155, 310

AFFECTED EMPLOYES

  - All employes which decline a higher-rated
    position will be subject to Section
    5(b) guarantee off-sets............................................77, 252, 257
    [83: WJPA #132] 296

  - As a result of Carrier's offer of continued
    employment to a junior employe which
    was a pretext for avoiding payment of
    New York Dock benefits........................................92

  - As a result of Article I, Section 4,
    Implementing Agreement which provides
    that a local will be manned part of
    the year by one crew and the rest of
    the year by another crew........................................104

  - As a result of establishment of co-mingled
    road switcher which performs claimants'
    work .......................................................................135

  - As a result of NERSA Crew contraction
    provisions...............................................................37

  - As a result of renovation of track acquired
    in merger 4 years earlier..........................................148



  - As a result of sale of major portion of track
    made redundant by ICC approved acquisitions of
    MILW by SOO......................................................187

  - As a result of temporary displacement
    by employe drawing dismissal allowance
    during the period signal gang working
    in dismissed employe's seniority
    district ....................................................................119

  - As a result of voluntary force reduction
    program instituted by Carrier for non-
    agreement employes...............................................190, 191

  - Changing interchange points between
    Carriers is not a transaction....................................100, 193

  - Changing wrecking crew assignment points
    is not a transaction. ................................................215

  - Consolidation of rosters will result
    in adversely affected employes..............................1, 6, 76, 85, 179

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of fringe benefits................................77, 78, 151

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare
    premium payment by Carrier than other
    furloughed employes..............................................64

  - Does not mean all employes at
    transacted locations................................................15, 19, 105, 106, 133, 143, 194

  - Does not mean only dismissed employes..............15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 27, 29, 40, 46, 53

  - Does not mean only those employes
    adversely affected immediately after
    transaction..............................................................132, 134, 144, 155, 159, 180, 295

  - Employe declining a comparable exempt
    position requiring a change of residence
    and displacing back  into  the  ranks is
    not considered as having been affected by
    a transaction ...........................................................51, 126, 176, 255



  - Employe furloughed at time of transaction
    is not considered dismissed....................................87, 95, 96, 113, 133, 197, 219, 235

  - Employe placed in worse position with
    respect to compensation is adversely
   affected....................................................................40, 134, 144, 180, 232, 256, 295

  - Employe whose position is abolished but
    displaces to equally-rated position is still
    affected...................................................................180, 232, 256, 257, 294

  - Each employe  declining a higher-rated
    position will be subject to Section
    5(b) guarantee off-sets............................................77, 252, 257

  - Employes not required to hold
    employment relationship on date merger
    authorized in order to be covered by
    New York Dock .....................................................40

  - Employes required to hold employment relationship
    on date work forces consolidated in order to be
    covered by New York Dock...................................194, 262

  - Employes of applicant (absorbing)
    Carrier are affected employes.................................6

  - Employe off due to injury at time transaction
    who cannot hold a position was placed in a
    worse position with respect to compensation.......229

  - Employe working in another craft that
    voluntarily bids in a position
    pursuant to implementing agreement
    not affected employe..............................................127, 255

  - Junior employe recalled and working
    pending arrival of senior employe is
    protected since senior employe never
    reported..................................................................133



  - Junior employe working at time of
    transaction and later furloughed will
    be recalled in preference to senior
    employes not working at time of
    transaction, such "first employment
    relationship right" to extend for the
    period of time the junior protected
    employe is adversely affected................................63

  - May still be entitled to benefits when they
    sign release forms after Carrier told them
    they were not covered by New York Dock ...........172

  - Not entitled to increase in rates of
    pay where the area he supervises is
    larger.......................................................................178

  - Not when as a result of
    UTU Manning Agreement .....................................227

  - Not when as a result of completion of a
    special project ........................................................233, 270

  - Not when employe required to place himself
    on lower-paying hostler position under
    prior rights agreement.............................................153

  - Not when Carrier fails to select
    employe for exempt position.................................142

  - Not when displaced second time by same
    transaction..............................................................263

  - Not when ICC fails to impose labor
    protection in a transaction involving
    the employe's carrier ..............................................223

  - Not where agreement provides non-prior rights
    for floating gang positions......................................230

  - Not where loss of overtime availability
    due to lack of seniority...........................................158, 294

  - Not where employe displaced to position
    providing same service as before transaction .........237, 238, 268



  - Not where employe held the same position as
    before merger..........................................................243, 244, 268

  - Not where employe transferred to roster
    exercises his seniority under
    applicable working rules.........................................102, 166

  - Not where transfer of classification and
    blocking to other facilities on the
    same carrier.............................................................224

  - Officials not covered by New York
    Dock.......................................................................47, 122, 123, 124, 154, 156, 289

  - Run-through trains do not result in
    adversely affected employes account
    is not a transaction .................................................99, 146, 214, 217

  - Regulating pool turns to equalize
    mileage is not a transaction.....................................103, 165

  - When Agreement provides for following
    transferred position to elect to do so
    does not mean the subsequent change in
    residence, if necessary, was voluntary...................69

  - When Agreement provides prior rights for
    "service" on respective territories, this
    means temporary vacancy as well as permanent
    jobs.........................................................................231

  - When option for election occurs............................18, 19

ARBITRATION

  - Employes of applicant (absorbing) Carrier
    bound by arbitration decision.................................6

  - Organization need not invoke arbitration
    when agreement has been negotiated which
    provides greater benefits than New York
    Dock.......................................................................75

  - What are time limits under New York Dock..........72, 90, 94, 117, 126, 145, 156, 175, 195,
200, 217, 253, 287, 310



ARBITRATOR

  - All employes placed under coverage of
    one collective bargaining agreement........................6, 11, 15, 27, 109, 192, 245

  - Award is not extension of collective
    bargaining agreement...............................................9, 14

  - Can establish dovetailed seniority
    roster with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................55, 192

  - Can establish top and bottom seniority
    rosters with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................34, 49, 76

  - Can establish work equity based on the
    number of road miles covered by crews
    after run-through established..................................168

  - Can include grievance rules ....................................49

  - Can include offer of separation  
    allowance................................................................6, 112, 189

  - Can include offer of flat amount in
    lieu of all moving and real estate
    provisions...............................................................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114  
    
  - Can maintain separate seniority
     rosters....................................................................22, 23, 34, 76, 299

  - Can place unassigned employe on combined
    active roster............................................................6, 53, 54, 85

  - Can provide that Carrier must allow 5
    days pay for moving rather than 3 under
    New York Dock .....................................................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114  

  - Can provide that Carrier must allow $800
    for miscellaneous costs related to
    moving to new location ..........................................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114

  - Can provide that employes work within
    territories designated by mile post
    numbers..................................................................50



  - Can provide that transferring employes
    retain agreement rule providing for
    a retroactive seniority date when
    apprenticeship is completed although
    the agreement to which transferred
    does not allow for retroactivity..............................222

  - Cannot abrogate or change collective
     bargaining agreements............................................8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 27, 31, 34,
46, 55, 67, 76, 85, 98, 248, 259, 282, 283, 298, 299

  - Can change certain elements of a
    collective bargaining agreement as
    is necessary to effectuate the ICC's
    merger approval......................................................109, 121, 245, 298

  - Cannot determine status (Exempt, PAD,
    etc.) without parties' agreement .............................27

  - Cannot issue award prior to ICC
    authorization ..........................................................14

  - Cannot require Carrier to establish
    additional positions................................................15, 16, 22, 23, 35, 125, 140

  - During protective period, prior rights
    to work assignment prevails unless no
    junior employe on prior rights position,
    then can displace other junior employe
    on non-prior rights position; however,
    if force increase occurs, must return
    to prior rights work assignment .............................55

  - Eliminated entire collective bargaining
    agreement and removed representation
    rights of ATDA to locomotive power
    distribution work....................................................121

  - Employes of applicant (absorbing)
    Carrier are bound by arbitrator's
    Decision..................................................................6



  - Furloughed employe cannot be recalled
    to service until such time that a
    permanent position becomes vacant
    which is not filled by an employe in
    service holding a regular assignment
    as of the effective date of the
    implementing agreement.........................................105, 106

  - Junior employe working at time of
    transaction and later furloughed
    will be recalled in preference to senior
    employes not working at time of
    transaction, such "first employment
    relationship" to extend for the period
    of time the junior protected employe
    is adversely affected......................... ......................63

  - Limits in award jurisdiction ...................................6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 22, 23, 24, 67, 105, 106,
109, 121, 140, 204, 248

  - Limited to determination of New York
    Dock benefits and the basis for
    selection of forces...................................................10, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 31, 34, 35, 42, 54, 55,
105, 106
 
  - May consider proposals from either party
    during the arbitration hearing that were
    not introduced during negotiations.........................23, 79

  - To remand to parties and retain jurisdiction
    on unresolved matters ............................................8, 52, 77, 151, 171  

- To select forces....................................................6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 27, 35, 49, 105,
106, 109

  - Where parties reach understanding that
    employes will not be additionally
    compensated for excess time worked beyond
    average time paid for, despite the language
    of Article 1 Section 5 the arbitrator
    cannot abrogate that understanding........................225

  - Where transferred position is placed
    under the collective bargaining agreement
    of another craft a separation allowance
    may be offered........................................................112



 - Will not address hypothetical
    questions ................................................................19, 34, 77, 80, 140, 143  

  - Will not permit change of home terminals
    where not necessary to effectuate a
    transaction..............................................................248
    
  - Will not permit consolidation of
    seniority rosters absent a
    transaction..............................................................98, 171

  - Work remaining distributed on a
    percentage basis......................................................23, 34, 49, 77

AVAILABLE POSITION

  - If the position is available pursuant
    to the terms of an implementing agreement,
    an employe may not refuse it to become
    dismissed and invoke the protection of
    Article 1, Section 6, regarding
    dismissed employes not having to
    relocate ...................................................................15, 16, 44, 45, 110, 111, 113, 114, 120, 125,
281, 305

  - Position in another craft in which
    employe holds seniority is considered
    available..................................................................3, 4, 11

 -  Position on foreign railroad is
    considered as available position when
    included in the terms of implementing
    agreement................................................................2, 15, 16, 110, 111

AWARDS (ARBITRATION)

  - Arbitration cannot take place before
    ICC authorization...................................................14

  - Award is not extension of collective
    bargaining agreement...............................................9, 14



  - Can change certain elements of a collective
    bargaining agreement as necessary to
    effectuate the ICC's merger approval.....................109, 121, 147, 150, 157, 259  

  - Can establish dovetailed seniority
    roster with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................55, 192

  - Can establish top and bottom seniority
    rosters with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................34, 49, 76, 77

  - Can include offer of separation
    allowance................................................................6, 112

  - Can include offer of flat amount in
    lieu of all moving and real estate
    provisions...............................................................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114  

  - Can maintain separate seniority
    rosters.....................................................................22, 23, 34, 76, 77

  - Can provide that employes already covered
    by an earlier merger agreement be canvassed
    in reverse seniority order for available
    positions which involve a change in
    residence.................................................................109

(ICC Overturned Award)

  - Can place unassigned employe on combined
    active roster............................................................6, 53, 85
  
  - Can provide that Carrier must allow 5
    days pay for moving rather than 3
    under New York Dock ...........................................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114  

  - Can provide that transferring employes
    retain agreement rule providing for
    a retroactive seniority date when
    apprenticeship is completed although
    the agreement to which transferred
    does not allow for retroactivity..............................222

  - Cannot abrogate or change collective
    bargaining agreement...............................................8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 27, 31, 34,
46, 55, 67, 76 85, 98, 299



  - Cannot award benefits greater than
    called for in New York Dock..................................75, 109, 121

  - Cannot consolidate seniority rosters
    absent a transaction................................................98, 264

  - Cannot determine status (Exempt, PAD,
    etc.) without parties' agreement .............................27

  - Cannot eliminate entire working agreement
    just because the Carrier says the transaction
    requires it................................................................171, 259

  - Cannot require Carrier to establish
    additional positions................................................15, 16, 22, 23, 35, 125, 140

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of Health and Welfare
    benefits...................................................................77, 78

- Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare
    premium payment by Carrier than other
    furloughed employes..............................................64

  - During protective period, prior rights
    to work assignment prevails unless no
    junior employe on prior rights
    position, then can displace other
    junior employe on non-prior rights
    position; however, if force increase
    occurs, must return to prior rights
    work assignment.....................................................55

  - Eliminated entire collective bargaining
    agreement and removed representation
    rights of ATDA to locomotive power
    distribution work....................................................121, 169

  - Employes work within territories
    designated by mile post numbers...........................50



  - Furloughed employe cannot be recalled
    to service until such time that a
    permanent position becomes vacant
    which is not filled by an employe in
    service holding a regular assignment
    as of the effective date of the
    implementing agreement.........................................105, 106
 
  - Grievance rules included ........................................49, 299

  - Interest payment added to award by
    Referee....................................................................40

  - Junior employe working at time of
    transaction and later furloughed will
    be recalled in preference to senior
    employes not working at time of
    transaction, such "first employment
    relationship right" to extend for the
    period of time the junior protected
    employe is affected ................................................63

  - Limited to determination of New York
    Dock benefits and the basis for
    selection of forces...................................................10, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 31, 34, 35, 42, 54, 55,
105, 106
 
  - To be eligible, employe need not have
    employment relationship on award date................40

- To select forces........................................................6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 27, 35, 49, 55, 105,
106

  - Where Carrier failed to give proper
    notice under Article I, Section 4
    and arbitrator devised implementing
    agreement 8 years later the
    protective period runs from the date
    of the implementing agreement...............................189

  - Where transferred position is placed
    under the collective bargaining
    agreement of another craft a
    separation allowance may be offered .....................112

  - Will not address hypothetical questions................19, 34, 77, 80, 140, 143



  - Will not rehear claims decided in a
    prior arbitration......................................................184, 266

ATTRITION AGREEMENTS..............................266

BENEFITS

  - Can be withheld by Carrier pending receipt
    of information from employe regarding
    unemployment claims or other earnings.................15, 23, 55, 110, 111, 113, 114

  - Can choose New York Dock when other
    protective benefits expire.......................................38

  - Cannot be abrogated by New York Dock
    transaction..............................................................3, 22, 23

  - Cannot be changed without agreement
    between the parties ................................................34, 35

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of Health and Welfare
    benefits...................................................................77, 78

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled
    to longer period of Health and Welfare
    premium payment by Carrier than other
    furloughed employes..............................................64

- Displacement/dismissal allowances are
    not compensation for determining vacation
    entitlement..............................................................131, 136, 307

  - Employe declining a comparable exempt
    position requiring a change of residence
    and displacing back into the ranks is
    not considered as having been affected
    by a transaction......................................................51, 126, 176

  - Employe furloughed at time of transaction
    is not dismissed and not eligible for
    New York Dock benefits........................................87, 95, 96, 113, 133, 197, 219



  - Junior employe recalled and working
    pending arrival of senior employe is
    protected since senior employe never
    reported..................................................................133

  - Length of time eligible for benefits
    computed from system-wide length of
    service, not length of service at
    affected location .....................................................52

  - Must be preserved.................................................8, 9, 10, 22, 23, 269

  - Payable to dismissed employe during
    period another craft struck Carrier.........................61

  - Payable to employe temporarily displaced  
    during period of time his signal
    gang working in dismissed employe'
    seniority district.....................................................119

CHANGE OF RESIDENCE

  - Defined...................................................................6, 23, 35, 69, 77, 110, 111, 115, 204, 300,
303

  - Employes already covered by an earlier
    merger agreement can be canvassed in
    reverse seniority order for available
    positions which involve a change of
    residence.....................................109

(ICC Overturned Award)

- Employe declining a comparable exempt
    position requiring a change of
    residence and displacing back into
    the clerical ranks is not considered
    as having been affected by a
    transaction..............................................................51, 126, 176
 
  - Employe working in another craft that
    changes his place of residence to bid
    in position pursuant to implementing
    agreement not entitled to New York
    Dock.......................................................................127



  - Fair value of residence............................................247,308

  - If affected employe refuses to move
    with his position which required a
    change of residence, he is not considered
    as a dismissed [displaced] employe .......................15, 16, 20, 44, 45, 110, 111, 120, 125, 154,
156, 184, 258, 281, 296 -[STB vacated]

  - If employe declines a position on foreign
    railroad available to him pursuant to
    terms of implementing agreement and
    chooses to displace on his home road
    which requires a change of residence,
    he was not "required" to change
    residence.................................................................2, 110, 111, 305

  - Not required when position on foreign
    railroad available at home location
    pursuant to implementing agreement .....................2

  - When implementing agreement provides for  
    following transferred position to elect
    to do so does not mean the subsequent
    change in residence, if necessary, was
    voluntary................................................................69

  - When change of residence was due to
    force reduction under working rules  
    agreement employe is not free to
    decline to move and continue to draw
    New York Dock benefits........................................134

COMPARABLE POSITION

  - Defined...................................................................185, 189, 251, 273, 301, 304

  - Where purchaser of trackage required to
    offer priority of employment to employes
    of selling carrier, it may not refuse to
    hire employes for reasons having nothing
    to do with occupational qualification.....................196



COMPENSATION

  - Carrier is not required to furnish
    statement until an employe claims that
    he has suffered loss of earnings and
    has been dismissed pursuant to Article I,
    Section 11...............................................................15

  - Carrier kept Extra Board employment
    high during test period to reduce
    average earnings to minimize protective
    obligations ..............................................................76

  - Carrier need not furnish test period averages
    until employe shows worsening in
    compensation .........................................................240

  - Carrier to furnish statement of test
    period earnings .......................................................6, 15, 311

  - Compensation in the form of arbitrary
    payments are to be included as total
    time paid for...........................................................77

  - Definition of compensation ...................................83, 144, 152, 173, 180, 241, 242
[see SBA 1009/64]

  - Definition of "subsequent general wage
    increases .................................................................164
 
  - Displacement/dismissal allowances are not
    compensation for determining vacation
    entitlement..............................................................131, 136,307

  - How computed when vacation included................23

  - Is all compensation included..................................15, 23, 77, 83, 141, 144, 152, 173, 180, 202,
205, 226, 241, 242  

  - Joint Check of payroll records required.................79

  - Lump sum payments in lieu of general
    wage increases not included....................................202

- Months in which no compensation received
    not counted.............................................................229



  - Non-agreement compensation received
    during test period included.....................................173, 241

  - Non-agreement compensation received
    during test period not included...............................205

  - Offer of steady work inconsistent with craft
    jurisdiction is not proper offset .............................40

(ICC Overturned Award)

  - Overtime caused by prior consolidation,
    hiring freeze, or in anticipation of
    transaction is extraordinary and not
    included in test period averages..............................226, 242, 297

  - Part-time union officials are not entitled
    to include time off for union business in
    computation ...........................................................77, 80

  - Recompute based hourly and earnings
    guarantee to take strike into account.........40

(ICC Overturned Award)

- Test period computations....................................117, 134, 144, 152, 173, 180, 189, 202, 203,
205, 226, 241, 242, 259, 287, 311

  - Test period is 12 months prior to being
    affected by transaction, not 12 months
    prior to reduction in compensation........................134

  - Where affected employe has less than
    12 months service, total compensation
    and total time paid for are to be divided
    by 12, not months of service..................................181, 203

CONSOLIDATION OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN CARRIER.
2, 5, 6, 11, 53, 76, 84, 93, 138, 155, 159, 199, 245

CONSOLIDATION OF SENIORITY ROSTERS
1, 6, 8, 14, 53, 63, 67, 76, 85, 87, 98, 138, 159, 179,
245, 274



CONTROLLING CARRIER DOCTRINE .............147, 169, 189,
259, 278, [PLB 5343 RFP]
[§10901 ICA see #89]

DECLINE IN BUSINESS...............................12, 17, 21, 26, 28, 30, 36, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 65,
67, 70, 71, 85, 87, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 101, 108,
116, 145, 160, 177, 188, 197, 210, 212, 213, 214, 217,
218, 228, 239  

  - Asserted by Carrier but not
    substantiated ..........................................................52, 75, 76, 77, 81, 86, 107, 132  

  - Can be calculated on a system-wide basis,
    not on a point-by-point basis ................................67

  - Carrier can suspend making New York Dock
    dismissal allowance which had been payable
    to employe initially affected by a
    transaction if decline in business causes
    all employes at same location
    to be furloughed......................................................70

  - Carrier can suspend making New York Dock
    displacement and dismissal allowances
    when decline in business occurs account
    the parties to the implementing agreement
    should have addressed that issue............................108

  - Carrier cannot suspend payments to affected
    employe during protective period, even if
    decline in business occurs.......................................76, 77, 197

  - Even if Carrier is making money on a
    system-wide basis, it need not pay New
    York Dock benefits at locations where
    all employes furloughed due to decline in
    business..................................................................70

  - Not shown where Carrier used as pretext to
    avoid New York Dock benefits when junior
    employe continued in service.................................92



DISMISSED EMPLOYE

  - Carrier can suspend paying New York Dock
    dismissal allowances which had been payable
    to employe initially affected by a
    transaction if decline in business causes
    all employes at same location to be
    furloughed...............................................................70

  - Carrier can suspend making New York Dock
    allowances during protective period
    if decline in business occurs ...................................108

  - Carrier cannot suspend payments to affected
    employes during protective period, even if
    decline in business occurs.......................................76, 77

  - Carrier cannot suspend protective payments
    because dismissed employe declines position
    requiring a change of residence ...............................115

  - Defined...................................................................23, 95,  96, 110, 111, 114

  - Dismissed employe, if already receiving
    displacement allowance, is not entitled
    to separation allowance..........................................76

  - Dismissed employe is not obligated to
    petition for separation allowance, may
    instead opt for dismissal allowances......................72

  - Dismissed employe on Carrier that sold line
    may be offered comparable employment on the
    acquiring Carrier or opt for separation
    allowance................................................................189

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
   continuation of Health and Welfare
   benefits................................................................77, 78

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare
    premium payment by Carrier than
    other furloughed employes.....................................64



  - Dismissal allowances are not compensation
    for determining vacation entitlement......................131, 136, 307

  - Does not have obligation to voluntarily
    exercise seniority to location where they
have no seniority rights even if carrier
    has available work ..................................................251, 273, 301

  - Employe off due to injury at time of
    transaction who cannot hold a position was
    placed in a worse position with respect to
    compensation .........................................................229
 
  - Furloughed employe at time of transaction
    is not dismissed......................................................87, 95, 96, 113, 133, 197, 219, 235

  - Has obligation under working agreement to
    request preferential transfer to point where
    he has no seniority yet carrier has
    available work.........................................................250, 265, 301

  - If affected employe's position is
    transferred, which requires a change
    of residence, and he declines same, he is
    not considered as a dismissed employe..................15, 16, 20, 44, 45, 110, 111, 114, 120, 125,
184, 258

  - Not only employe affected by
    transaction..............................................................18, 22, 23, 27

  - Not where abolished as a result of completion
    of a special project .................................................233

  - Not where as a result of transferring
    classification and blocking to other
    facilities on the same carrier ...................................224

  - Offer of comparable position.................................185, 251, 301

  - Offer of steady work inconsistent with
    craft jurisdiction is not proper offset.....................40

(ICC Overturned Award)



  - When Agreement provides prior right for
    "service" on respective territories, this
    means temporary vacancies as well as
    permanent jobs.......................................................231

  - Where dismissed employe has less than
    12 months service total compensation and
    total time paid for are to be divided by
    12, not months of service.......................................181, 203

DISPLACED EMPLOYE

  - All employes that decline to place
    themselves on a position paying
    higher compensation will be treated
    as occupying that position.....................................77, 252, 257

  - As a result of Article 1, Sec. 4 Implementing
    Agreement which provides that a local will
    be manned part of the year by one crew and
    the rest of the year by another crew ......................104

  - Carrier can suspend payments to displaced
    employes during protective period account
    decline in business..................................................108

  - Carrier cannot suspend payments to displaced
    employe during protective period even if
    decline in business occurs.......................................76, 77, 197

  - Carrier cannot suspend payments to displaced
employes just because they bid out of the
transacted department during their protective

    period .....................................................................198, 209, 252, 257

  - Computation of displacement allowance...............23, 40, 77, 83, 107, 117, 144, 164, 173, 180,
181, 202, 203, 205, 226, 229, 232, 241, 242

  - Consolidation of rosters may result in
    displaced employe..................................................1, 76, 77, 85, 179

  - Defined...................................................................23, 38, 47, 62, 105, 106, 144, 180, 232, 296,
309



  - Displaced employes bidding back and forth
    under different collective bargaining
    agreements will be placed permanently under
    the health & welfare coverage of the
    agreement under which working after 6
    months....................................................................151

  - Displaced employes declining a higher-rated
    position will be subject to Sec. 5(b)
    guarantee offsets.....................................................77, 252

  - During period of time that his signal gang
    works in dismissed employe's seniority
    district and he is temporarily bumped
    by dismissed employe............................................119

  - Employe declining a comparable exempt
    position requiring a change of residence
    and displacing back into the ranks is not
    considered affected by a transaction ......................51, 126, 176

  - May not be offered comparable
    employment on acquiring Carrier when
    he elected to retain employment with
    the selling Carrier....................................................189

  - Not when employe required to place himself
    on lower-paying hostler position under prior
    rights agreement......................................................153

  - Not when employe transferred to roster
    exercises his seniority under
    applicable working rules.........................................102, 280

  - Not when temporary position abolished
    that had been established for a
    specific time period................................................118, 270

  - Not where agreement provides non-prior rights
    for floating gang positions......................................230

  - Not where as a result of transferring
    classification and blocking to other
    facilities on the same carrier ...................................224



  - Not where as a result of UTU Manning
    Agreement ..............................................................227

  - Not where employe could have remained in the
    same class of service after being bumped, but
    chose to exercise to the Extra Board.......................234, 236

  - Not where employe displaced to position
    providing same service as before
    transaction..............................................................237, 238, 268

  - Not where employe held the same position after
    the merger...............................................................243, 244

  - Not where loss of overtime availability
    is due to lack of seniority.......................................158

  - Sickness is a voluntary absence .............................141

  - When occupying a position which is not
subject to general wage adjustments carrier
    not required to increase his New York Dock
    guarantee.................................................................201

  - Where dismissed employe has less
    than 12 months service, total
    compensation and total time paid for
    are to be divided by 12, not months
    of service ................................................................181, 203

  - Which employe is treated as occupying a
    position paying a higher rate of pay ......................23, 77

DISPLACEMENT ALLOWANCE

  - Can choose New York Dock when other
    protective benefits expire.......................................38

  - Carrier can suspend payments to displaced
    employes during protective period
    account decline in business.....................................108



  - Carrier cannot arbitrarily give a time
    value to payments for arbitraries in

   order to inflate test period averages
    for total time paid for.............................................206

  - Carrier cannot suspend payments to
    displaced employe during protective
    period even if decline in business
    occurs .....................................................................76, 77, 197

- Carrier cannot suspend payments to
  displaced employes just because they
  bid out of the transacted department
  during their protective period...............................198, 209

- Computation of displacement allowance.............23, 40, 77, 83, 107, 117, 134, 144, 152, 173,
180, 181, 202, 203, 205, 229, 232, 241, 242, 297
 [SBA 1009/64 lumps]

  - Computation of displacement allowance
    to be done on monthly, not annual,
    basis........................................................................107, 297

  - Definition of "subsequent general wage
    increase...................................................................164

  - Does not qualify as compensation for
    purposes of vacation entitlement...........................131, 136,307

- Employe declining a comparable exempt
    position requiring a change of residence
    and displacing back into the ranks
    is not considered affected by a
    transaction..............................................................51, 126, 176

  - Not increased when employe occupying
    position which receives lump sums in
    lieu of general wage increases .................................201

  - Not paid when employe transferred to
    roster exercises his seniority under
    applicable working rules.........................................102



  - Offer of steady work inconsistent with
    craft jurisdiction is not
    proper offset ..........................................................40

(ICC Overturned Award)

  - Paid during period of time dismissed employe
    temporarily bumps junior employe on signal
    gang working in dismissed employe's seniority
    district ....................................................................119

  - Pursuant to terms of implementing agreement
    employe cannot decline position on foreign
    Carrier and draw displacement allowance ..............2, 110, 111, 114
  
  - When allowance is no longer payable ....................23, 76, 77, 117,  287,            

  - Where parties reach understanding that
    employes will not be additionally
    compensated for excess time worked beyond
    average time paid for despite the language
    Article I Section 5 the arbitrator cannot
    abrogate that understanding....................................225

  - Where displaced employe has less than
    12 months service, total compensation
    is divided by 12, not months of service .................181, 203

[PLB 3540 #36]

  - Where displaced employe held non-agreement
    position for all but 4 days of the previous
    12 months, test period computations should
    reflect average earnings of two senior
    employes and two junior employes on Claimant's
    seniority roster.......................................................206

DISPLACEMENT RIGHTS

  - If a position on foreign railroad is
    available pursuant to terms of
    implementing agreement, affected employe
    declining same will be treated as occupying
    it .............................................................................2, 23



  - Position in another craft in which
    employe holds seniority rights
    is subject to displacement rights in
    order to remain protected.......................................3, 4, 11
  
  - Position on foreign Carrier is subject
    to displacement when made available by
    provisions of an implementing agreement..............2, 110, 111, 114

ELECTION OF PROTECTIVE BENEFITS

  - Dismissed employe, if already receiving
    displacement allowance, is not entitled
    to separation allowance..........................................76, 208

  - Dismissed employe is not obligated to
    petition for separation allowance, may
    instead opt for dismissal allowance........................72

- Must employe be affected...................................18,19, 21, 26, 27, 29, 38, 40, 43, 62, 76, 77,
95, 96, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 116, 132, 133, 143, 180, 183, 194, 197, 232, 277

  - Officials have no right to New York Dock
    protection...............................................................47, 122, 123, 124, 154, 156

- When occurs.........................................................15, 16, 18, 19, 23, 38, 83, 155, 159, 285, 286

EMPLOYE FURLOUGHED AT TIME OF ROSTER CONSOLIDATION NOT
AFFECTED ...............................................................87, 95, 96, 113, 133, 197

EMPLOYE NOT SELECTED FOR EXEMPT POSITION NOT
AFFECTED ...............................................................142

EMPLOYE ON MEDICAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE HAS NO
POSITION AND IS NOT CONSIDERED
AFFECTED ...............................................................76



EMPLOYES NOT REPRESENTED BY LABOR ORGANIZATIONS
ARE ENTITLED TO SAME LEVELS OF PROTECTION AS THOSE
REPRESENTED .......................................................11, 40, 81, 82, 120, 130, 137, 276

  - May not continue non-agreement fringe
    benefits after displacing on agreement
    position ..................................................................174

ESTABLISHMENT OF POSITIONS

  - Arbitration cannot determine the number
    of positions to be established.................................15, 16, 22, 23, 35, 105, 106, 125, 140
    
  - Arbitrator has no right to determine
    whether Exempt, PAD, or Schedule.......................27

  - Status (Exempt, PAD, or Schedule) must
    be agreed to by parties ...........................................27

EXERCISING SENIORITY

  - As a result of Article 1, Sec. 4
    implementing agreement which provides
    that a local will be manned part of
    the year by one crew and the rest of
    the year by another crew........................................104

  - Bidding...................................................................44, 45, 127

  - Displaced employe must exercise seniority
    to other craft to remain protected ..........................3, 4, 11

  - Furloughed employe cannot be recalled to
    service until such time that a permanent
    position becomes vacant which is not
    filled by an employe in service holding
    a regular assignment as of the effective
    date of the implementing agreement.......................105, 106

 - Employes bidding to other territories
    will be covered by the collective
    bargaining agreement in effect at the
    location...................................................................50, 53, 54, 55, 67, 282
    



  - Junior employe working at time of transaction
    and later furloughed will be recalled in
    preference to senior employes not working
    at time of transaction, such "first
    employment relationship right" to extend
    for period of time the junior employe
    is affected ...............................................................63

  - Position on foreign railroad is considered
    available in the exercise of seniority
    rights when included in the terms of an
    implementing agreement.........................................2, 15, 16

- To another location by displaced employe
   who is receiving a displacement allowance
  does not suspend his protection ..............................198, 209

EXISTING AGREEMENTS

  - Exercise of seniority under applicable
    working rules by employe transferred
    to roster does not result in New York
    Dock protection .....................................................102, 134

  - If existing agreements call for exercise
    of seniority to other craft, seniority
    must be exercised before gaining benefit
    under New York Dock ...........................................3, 4, 11

  - Implementing agreements are existing
    agreements pursuant to New York Dock...............2

EXTRA WORK

  - If not guaranteed by schedule agreement,
    is not guaranteed by New York Dock....................46, 158

  - Is covered by working agreement, not
    implementing agreement.........................................3

FAIR VALUE OF RESIDENCE...............................247



FRINGE BENEFITS

  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of Health and Welfare
    fringe benefits.........................................................77, 78, 269

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare premium
    payment by Carrier than other furloughed
    employes................................................................64

  - Displacement/dismissal allowances are not
    compensation for determining  
    entitlement..............................................................131, 136, 307

  - Employes working non-agreement positions
    and displacing back to the ranks may not
    continue their non-agreement levels of
    fringe benefits.........................................................174, 269

FREE PARKING UNDER CBA NOT A MATTER FOR
CONSIDERATION UNDER §§ 4 & 11 .................275

FURLOUGHED EMPLOYE AT TIME OF TRANSACTION NOT
DISMISSED .............................................................87, 95, 96, 113, 133, 197, 219, 235

FURLOUGHED EMPLOYES MUST MAINTAIN SENIORITY
RIGHTS ....................................................................22, 23, 54

HEALTH AND WELFARE PAYMENTS

  - Dismissed employes are not entitled to
    longer period of Health and Welfare premium
    payment by Carrier than other furloughed
    employes................................................................64



  - Dismissed employes are entitled to
    continuation of Health and Welfare
    fringe benefits.........................................................77, 78

- Displaced employes bidding back and forth
    under different collective bargaining
    agreements will be placed permanently
    under the health and welfare coverage
    of the agreement under which working after
    6 months.................................................................151
                            
  - Employes working non-agreement positions
    and displacing back to the ranks may not
    continue their non-agreement levels of health
    and welfare benefits................................................174
                        

ICC AUTHORIZATION

  - Changing interchange points does not
    require ICC authorization and is not
    a transaction under New York Dock......................100, 193

  - Changing wrecking crew assignment points
    does not require ICC authorization and
    is not a transaction under New York Dock............215

  - Does not extend to carriers not party to the
    proceeding in which labor protection is
    imposed..................................................................223

  - Does not preempt collective bargaining
    agreement................................................................3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 27, 31,
34, 76, 98, 248

  - Does not require that entire collective
    bargaining agreement be eliminated at
    Carrier's request......................................................171

  - Does provide that certain elements of a
    collective bargaining agreement can be
    changed in order to effectuate merger
    approval .................................................................109, 121, 147, 150, 157, 196, 245



  - Employes of applicant (absorbing) Carrier
    are bound by ICC determination............................6

  - ICC authorization not necessary for
    run-through trains as not a transaction
    under New York Dock ...........................................99, 146, 214, 217            

- Intent of ICC authorization .....................................1, 5, 10, 40, 109, 121, 144, 147, 150, 157,
171
    
  - Merger is a consolidation of corporate
    entities....................................................................5, 13, 72, 93, 98, 128

  - Not all actions taken pursuant to ICC
    authorization qualify as transactions .....................1, 5, 13, 93, 98, 128, 170, 248

  - New York Dock protective conditions may be
    imposed in anticipation of ICC approval...............14

  - Public policy is to protect all affected
    employes................................................................40, 81, 82

  - Rearrangement of forces in anticipation of ICC
    authorization ..........................................................14, 71, 76

  - Where ICC approves sale of carrier operating
    division to a non-carrier and does not impose
    labor protection, it is not a New York Dock
    transaction..............................................................221

IMPLEMENTING AGREEMENTS

  - Available positions ................................................2, 15, 16, 44, 45, 85, 110, 111, 296

  - Can establish dovetailed seniority roster
    with prior rights to work assignment.....................55, 192

  - Can establish procedure to timely handle
    claims......................................................................87

  - Can establish top and bottom seniority
    roster with prior rights to
    work assignment.....................................................34, 49, 77



  - Can establish work equity based on the
    number of road miles covered by crews
    after run-through established..................................168

  - Can include offer of flat amount in lieu
    of all moving and real estate provisions .................105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114, 254, 300, 308

  - Can provide greater benefits than called
for in New York Dock................................................75, 88, 105, 106, 261

  - Can provide that a local be manned part
    of the year by one crew and the rest of
    the year by another crew........................................104

  - Can provide that Carrier must allow 5 days
    pay for moving rather than 3 under New York
    Dock.......................................................................105, 106, 110,111, 113, 114

  - Can provide that Carrier must allow $800
    for miscellaneous costs related to moving
    to new location.......................................................105, 106, 110, 113, 114

- Can provide that Carrier purchasing
  trackage give first employment opportunity
  to affected employes of selling carrier..................196

  - Can provide that transferring employes
    retain agreement rule providing for
    a retroactive seniority date when
    apprenticeship is completed although
    the agreement to which transferred
    does not allow for retroactivity..............................222

  - Cannot add work to the scope of the
    Rules Agreement that was not there before
    implementing agreement.........................................84, 261, 293

  - Cannot eliminate entire collective
    bargaining agreement just because

  Carrier feels it is necessary...................................171, 259, 278, 299

- Cannot require that carrier purchasing
  trackage assume collective bargaining
  agreement of employes of selling carrier



    if it hires them ........................................................196

- Cannot require that carrier purchasing
    trackage hire employes of selling carrier.................204

  - Carrier bound by terms of implementing
    agreement................................................................88, 139, 261, 309

  - Carrier stipulated that certain work to
    be performed by employes ....................................139

  - Contents of arbitrated implementing
    agreement determined by arbitrator........................6, 8, 14, 15, 16, 19, 22, 23, 27, 34, 35, 42,
49, 53, 54, 55, 63, 67, 80, 85, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 121, 169, 171, 192, 196, 204,
245, 259, 293

  - Determine consolidation of seniority
    rosters.....................................................................1, 6, 8, 10, 14, 49, 53, 54, 55, 63, 67, 85, 87,
98, 109, 192, 245, 283, 298, 299
    
  - During protective period, prior rights to
    work assignment prevails unless no junior
    employe on prior rights position, then
    can displace other junior employe on
    non-prior rights position; however, if force
    increase occurs, must return to prior rights
    work assignment.....................................................55

  - Eliminated entire collecting bargaining
    agreement and removed representation rights
    of ATDA to locomotive power
    distribution work....................................................121, 169

  - Employe not selected for exempt position
    established by implementing agreement not
    affected...................................................................142

  - Employe working in another craft that
    bids in a position pursuant to implementing
    agreement is not covered by New York Dock
    when the position he bid in is later
    abolished.................................................................127



  - Furlough employe cannot be recalled to
    service until such time that a
    permanent position becomes vacant which is
    not filled by an employe in service
    holding a regular assignment as of the
    effective date of the implementing .........................105, 106

  - If fashioned by arbitrator, what conditions
    may be properly included ......................................6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 22, 34, 27, 31, 42, 49,
53, 54, 55, 63, 67, 80, 85, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 121, 161, 169, 192, 196, 204, 245,
259

  - Implementing agreement can provide that
    certain work to be performed by employes...........139

  - Implementing agreement cannot bring work
    under the coverage of the Rules Agreement
    that was not already covered..................................84, 261

  - Implementing agreement does not foreclose
    attempts by Organization to serve
    Section 6 Notice .....................................................3

  - Implementing agreement does not have to
    address how extra work will be protected..............3

  - Implementing agreement does not have to
    outline how disputes are to be handled..................3

  - Implementing agreement is not a transaction.........87

  - Implementing agreements are existing
    agreements pursuant to New York Dock...............2

- Implementing agreement will not cover
    matters such as bargaining agreement
    recognition and dues collection...............................192, 196, 204

  - Junior employe working at time of transaction
    and later furloughed will be recalled
    in preference to senior employe not
    working at time of transaction, such "first
    employment relationship right" to extend
    for the period of time the junior protected
    employe is affected ................................................63



  - Maintain separate seniority rosters.......................22, 23, 34

  - Must recognize employe's rights to elect
    between protective benefits ...................................18, 19, 38

  - Outline seniority rights..........................................2, 22, 23, 49, 53, 54, 55, 109, 220, 292

  - Pattern....................................................................293           

  - Protective period dates from
    effective date of implementing
    agreement where Carrier initiated
    transaction 8 years prior to
    arbitrated implementing agreement.........................189

  - Provisions negotiated by organization for
    the members it represents are to be afforded
    to employes not represented by labor
    organizations as they are entitled to
    substantially the same levels of
    protection...............................................................82

- Ratification...........................................................293            

  - Remanded to parties for further
    negotiations ............................................................6, 171, 292

  - Required employe to displace on lower-paying
    position due to prior rights provision....................153

  - Transaction cannot occur without
   implementing agreement..........................................3, 35, 79, 80, 109, 138

  - Unemployment benefits can be deducted by
    Carrier if entitled to, but not claimed .....................15, 16, 32, 33, 49, 53, 55, 110, 111, 113, 114

  - Where establishes reserve pool of protected
    employes to protect unfilled assignments
    at consolidated terminal, carrier cannot
    assign them to other road assignments...................220

  - Where transferred position is placed under
    the collective bargaining agreement
    of another craft a separation allowance
    may be offered........................................................112



  - Where union constitution required local
    chairmen to sign agreement and they refused,
    referee held that implementing agreement will
    incorporate the same terms ....................................7, 24, 161

  - Will not address hypothetical questions................19, 34, 76, 77

INTERESTED EMPLOYES

  - Employes of applicant (absorbing) Carrier
    are interested employes..........................................6

INVOLVED EMPLOYES

  - Can include all employes on roster, not
    just those holding regular assignments ...................88

  - Carrier to provide list of projected earnings
    on assignments so employe can
    protect his guarantee ..............................................77, 79, 80

  - Employes not represented by Labor

Organizations .............................................................11, 40, 47, 81, 82, 122, 123, 124, 130, 137,
154, 156

  - Not all employes at transacted locations
    are involved ............................................................19, 194

  - Not where ICC fails to impose employe
    protection as a result of a transaction ....................221

  - Notice outlining who the involved employes
    are...........................................................................1, 25, 80

MOVING

  - Expenses are payable if employe elects
  to follow transferred positions if change
  in residence is necessary account
  move was not voluntary.......................................69, 254, 300



NON-REPRESENTED EMPLOYES ENTITLED TO SAME
LEVELS OF PROTECTION AS REPRESENTED EMPLOYES
....................................................................................11, 40, 81, 82, 120, 130, 137, 262, 276, 310

  - May not continue non-agreement fringe
    benefits after displacing on an
    agreement position .................................................174

NOTICE

  - Can include transactions not specifically
    stated before ICC hearings to gain merger
    approval .................................................................109, 121

  - Must all affected employes be identified
    by name..................................................................32

  - Must all affected areas be identified ......................32, 33, 80

  - Must all affected positions be
    identified.................................................................32, 33, 80

  - Must the number of affected employes be
    stated......................................................................1, 80

  - Shall provide for the selection of
    forces......................................................................1, 6, 25, 32, 33, 105

- What constitutes full and adequate..........................32, 33, 35, 80, 109
- No Proof ..............................................................288, 290       

OFFICIALS NOT ENTITLED TO NEW YORK DOCK
PROTECTION .........................................................47, 122, 123, 124, 130, 154, 156, 289, 310

PAST PRACTICE (EFFECT OF IN EXERCISING
SENIORITY..............................................................3, 4, 19

PENSION RIGHTS

  - Cannot be abrogated by New York Dock
    transaction..............................................................3, 22, 23



  - Non-agreement employe affected
    by transaction and displacing to
    agreement positions may not continue to
    receive payments to corporate pension .................174

PRECEDENT OF ICC AUTHORIZATION

  - Can authorize changing certain elements
    of a collective bargaining
    agreement as necessary to effectuate
    the ICC's merger approval......................................109, 121, 147, 157, 150, 169

  - Cannot surpass or supersede collective
    bargaining agreements.............................................3, 4, 6, 8, 9,10, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 27, 31,
34, 55, 98, 248

  - Does not require that entire collective
    bargaining agreement be eliminated at
    Carrier's request......................................................171

RAILWAY LABOR ACT CHANGES TO CBA ....306

REARRANGEMENT OF FORCES

  - In anticipation of ICC authorization......................14, 211

  - In anticipation of transaction.................................53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 76, 77, 107, 117,
211

- Involving both represented (union) and
    non-represented (non-union) employes.................11

REQUIRED TO CHANGE RESIDENCE...............2, 6, 69, 77, 115, 127, 154, 296, 300
[STB Review]

RETENTION OF EXISTING PROTECTION ......38, 281, 285, 286



SCOPE RULE

  - Arbitrator cannot determine whether
    transferred work should be taken from
    schedule coverage and given to exempt or
    PAD .......................................................................27

  - Implementing Agreement can provide that
    certain work to be performed by employes...........139, 149, 299

  - Implementing Agreement cannot bring work
    under the coverage of the Rules Agreement
    that was not already covered..................................84

  - Transferred work from one Carrier to
    another is not violation of Scope Rule when
    authorized by merger..............................................27, 31, 299

  - Work alleged to have been transferred to
    Carrier not part of merger is not subject
    of New York Dock arbitration, must be
    pursued under the working agreement....................91, 277

SECTION 3 DISPUTES vs. NYD...........................284, 288

SECTION 6 NOTICE

  - Implementing agreement does not foreclose
    attempt to serve .....................................................3

SENIORITY RIGHTS

  - Arbitrated agreement maintains separate
    seniority rosters .....................................................22, 23, 34

  - Can establish dovetailed seniority roster
    with prior rights to work assignment.....................55, 192

  - Can establish top and bottom seniority
roster with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................34, 49, 76, 77, 279



  - Can provide that employes covered by a
    prior merger agreement be
    canvassed in reverse seniority order
    for available positions which require
    a change in residence...............................................109

(ICC Overturned Award)[See Carmen I, III)

  - Can provide that transferring employes
    retain agreement rule providing for
    a retroactive seniority date when
    apprenticeship is completed although
    the agreement to which transferred
    does not allow for retroactivity..............................222

  - Carrier cannot consolidate rosters absent
    a transaction ...........................................................98, 264

  - Dismissed employe has obligation under
    working agreement to request preferential
    transfer to points where he has no seniority
    yet carrier has available work.................................250, 265

  - Dismissed employe has no obligation to
    exercise seniority to locations where he
    has no seniority rights even if carrier has
    available work.........................................................251, 273

  - Displacement on foreign road is available
    position when covered by implementing
    agreement................................................................2, 110, 111, 114
 
  - Dovetailing on the basis of service entry
    date.........................................................................10, 53, 54

  - During protective period, prior rights to
    work assignment prevails unless
    no junior employe on prior rights
    position, then can displace other
    junior employe on non-prior rights
    position; however, if force increase
    occurs, must return to prior rights work
    assignment..............................................................55



  - Exercise of seniority under applicable
    working rules by employe transferred
    to roster does not result in New
    York Dock protection ............................................102

- Exercise of seniority rights after abolishment
    of pool turn to regulate mileage
    is not a transaction .................................................103

  - Furloughed employe cannot be recalled to
    service until such time that a permanent
    position becomes vacant which is not filled
    by an employe in service holding a regular
    assignment as of the effective date of
    the implementing agreement...................................105, 106

  - Junior employe working at time of transaction
    and later furloughed will be
    recalled in preference to senior employes
    not working at time of transaction, such
    "first employment relationship right" to
    extend for the period of time the junior
    protected employe is..............................................63

  - Must exercise seniority to another craft
    in order to remain protected...................................3, 4, 11  

  - Rosters topped and bottomed then after a
    period of time dovetailed to reflect
    original seniority date does not interrupt
    or end coverage of affected employes
    under New York Dock ...........................................52

  - Voluntary exercise of seniority by bidding
    in position pursuant to implementing
    agreement by employe working in another
    craft does not provide employe New York
    Dock coverage ........................................................127

SENIORITY ROSTERS

  - Arbitrated agreement maintains separate
    seniority rosters .....................................................22, 23, 34

  - Can establish dovetailed seniority roster
    with prior rights to work assignment.....................55, 259



  - Can establish top and bottom seniority
    roster with prior rights to work
    assignment..............................................................34, 49, 76, 77

  - Carrier cannot consolidate seniority
    rosters absent a transaction....................................98, 264, 267

  - Consolidation of seniority rosters is
    a transaction ...........................................................1, 76, 77, 85, 138, 274, 279

- Consolidation of seniority rosters is not a
    transaction..............................................................87, 98, 264, 267

  - Dovetailing on the basis of service entry
    dates .......................................................................10, 53, 54
 
  - During protective period, prior rights
    to work assignment prevails unless
    no junior employe on prior rights position,
    then can displace other junior employe on
    non-prior rights position; however, if
    force increase occurs, must return to prior
    rights work assignment...........................................55

  - Exercise of seniority under applicable
    working rules by employe transferred
    to roster does not result in New York
    Dock protection .....................................................102

  - Junior employe working at time of transaction
    and later furloughed will be
    recalled in preference to senior employes
    not working at time of transaction,
    such "first employment relationship right"
    to extend for the period of time the junior
    protected employe is adversely affected................63

  - Rosters topped and bottomed then after
    a period of time dovetailed to
    reflect original seniority date does
    not interrupt or end coverage of
    affected employes under New York Dock.............52



SICKNESS IS A VOLUNTARY ABSENCE...................141, 280

STAGGERS ACT

  - Coverage by Section 219 (affected by
    antitrust immunity .................................................21, 26, 43, 89

  - Defined "employee ................................................137

  - Transaction taken subsequent to
    implementing agreement which provides
    "date affected" are part of the
    continuing process and do not constitute
    another transaction which establishes
    a new protective period..........................................89

SUBMISSION TO ARBITRATION

  - By either party ......................................................1, 6, 7, 24, 161

  - Organization not required to invoke
    arbitration when negotiated agreement is
    superior to New York Dock provisions.................75

  - There will be no change in operation
    pending arbitrator's decision...................................3, 35, 79, 80

TEST PERIOD AVERAGES ...................................6, 15, 83, 117, 134, 144, 152, 173, 180, 189,
202, 203, 205, 226, 240, 241, 242, 252, 260, 266, 271, 272, 287, 311

TIME LIMITS UNDER NEW YORK DOCK ........72, 90, 94, 117, 126, 145, 156, 175, 195,
200, 217, 246, 253, 266, 287, 291, 310
[see C-1 RED v CNW 1975] Dolnick

TRANSACTION

  - As a result of NERSA crew contraction
    provisions...............................................................37

  - As a result of Carrier's renovation of
    track acquired in merger 4 years
    earlier......................................................................148



  - As a result of Article 1, Section 4
    implementing agreement which provides
    that a local will be manned by one crew
    part of the year and another crew the
    rest of the year .......................................................104

  - As a result of rerouting trains over acquired
    carrier......................................................................249

  - As a result of sale of major portion
    of track made redundant by ICC - approved
    acquisition of MILW by SOO ...............................187

  - At locations where non-represented employes
    work .......................................................................11

- Burden on employe to identify............................5, 12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 26, 28, 30, 36, 37, 39,
43, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90,
91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104, 107, 109, 116, 118, 126, 127, 128, 130, 132, 143,
145, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 167, 177, 183, 188, 194, 197, 216, 218, 227, 228, 233

  - Can include transactions not specifically
    stated before ICC hearings to gain merger
    approval .................................................................109, 121, 274

  - Carrier can suspend making New York Dock
    dismissal allowances which had been

  payable to employes initially affected
  by a transaction if decline in business
  causes all employes at same location to
  be furloughed........................................................70

  - Carrier cannot "split" transaction and
    provide New York Dock to only a portion of
    affected employes ..................................................138, 199, 257

  - Carrier cannot suspend payment to affected
    employe during protective period, even if
    decline in business occurs.......................................76, 77

  - Consolidation of seniority rosters is
    a transaction ...........................................................1, 76, 77, 85, 138, 179



  - Consolidation of seniority rosters is not
    a transaction ...........................................................87, 98, 274

  - Coverage extends beyond date of
    transaction..............................................................5, 12, 13, 25, 29, 40, 76, 77

  - Definition...............................................................1, 138, 288

  - Even if Carrier is making money on a
    system-wide basis, need not pay New York Dock
    benefits at locations where all employes
    furloughed due to decline in business.....................70

  - ICC requires proximate nexus between merger
    and Carrier's action before New York Dock
    benefits are extended to employes .........................5, 12, 13, 20, 21, 26, 29, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43,
48, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92,
93, 94, 96, 97, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104, 107, 128, 130, 132, 135, 143, 145, 160, 162, 163, 165,
166, 167, 177, 183, 188, 194, 197, 211, 216, 217, 218, 233, 255, 280, 302

  - Identified as causing job abolishment.....................21, 26, 29, 40, 43, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 70,
71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82, 86, 92, 130, 132, 135, 183, 194, 211, 290

  - Junior employe working at time of transaction
    and later furloughed will be recalled
    in preference to senior employes not working
    at time of transaction, such "first
    employment relationship right" to extend
    for the period of time the junior protected
    employe is adversely affected................................63

  - Limited to actions proposed by Carrier
    to make changes in operations................................9

  - New safety rule not a transaction..........................163

  - Not when abolishment was due to change
    of interchange points..............................................100 193

  - Not when abolishment was due to change in
    wrecking crew assignment points...........................215

  - Not when abolished was due to completion of
    special project ........................................................233



  - Not when abolishment was due to gradual
    disappearance of work ...........................................74, 90

  - Not when abolishment was due to Miner's
    Holiday...................................................................87

  - Not when abolishment was due to regulation
    of extra board under the Working
    Agreement ..............................................................87, 227

  - Not when abolishment was due to initiation
    of run-through trains ..............................................99, 146, 214, 217

  - Not when abolishment of temporary position
    established for a specific time period.....................118

  - Not when a result of technological
     improvements intended prior to merger................5, 13, 20, 41, 43, 116

  - Not when as a result of abolishment of
    pool turns to regulate mileage.................................103, 165

  - Not when as a result of transferred employe
    exercising seniority under applicable working
    rules........................................................................102, 166

  - Not when Carrier instituted voluntary
    force reduction program for non-agreement
    employes................................................................190, 191

  - Not when Carrier offers guaranteed employment
    to a junior employe as a pretext to avoid
    paying New York benefits .....................................92

 - Not when decline in business alleged......................12, 17, 21, 26, 28, 30, 36, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
67, 70, 71, 85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 101, 116, 145, 177, 188, 197, 210, 212, 213,
214, 217, 218, 228, 239

  - Not when ICC approves sale of carrier
    operating division to non-carrier and does
    not impose labor protection...................................221

  - Not where carrier transfers classification
    and blocking to other facilities on the
    same carrier.............................................................224



  - Not where employe could have remained in the
    same class of service after being bumped but
    chose to exercise to the Extra Board.......................234, 236

  - Rerouting of trains over acquired carrier is
    a transaction ...........................................................249

  - Technological improvements cited as cause of
    abolishment but not proven by Carrier..................76

  - Transaction cannot occur without implementing
    agreement................................................................3, 35, 79, 80,138, 204, 263

  - Transaction taken subsequent to implementing
    agreement which provides "date affected" are
    part of the continuing process and do not
    constitute another transaction which
    establishes a new protective period .......................89

- Where work coordinated and subsequent
    abolishment of positions 2 years later ...................155

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
                                                             
  - Can be deducted by Carrier if entitled to,
    but not claimed.......................................................15, 16, 32, 33, 49, 53, 55, 110, 111, 113, 114

  - Cannot be deducted by Carrier if entitled
    to, but not claimed..................................................22, 23, 32, 33

  - Must employe file for benefits even if
    RRB has said he is not eligible ...............................19

VACATION

  - Displacement/dismissal allowances are not
    compensation for determining vacation
    entitlement..............................................................131, 136, 307
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